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First, of course, the increasing size
between jobs.
away all those
of the Directory points to the growth in
Published career and personal histhe membership over the years. Ten treasured old copies tories – on the lines of Who’s Who –
years ago, fewer than 150 pages
would help both client and consultant
of the Directory
were enough to list the members and
and enable Oceanus to throw away
the organisations they worked for –
all those treasured old copies of the
now it takes 350 pages. Second, it is noticeable
Directory. While such histories should not give conthat the job titles have spread well beyond the
fidential details of work done for particular clients,
treasury function itself and now encompass all
they should indicate how long a consultant had
areas and levels of seniority, not just in finance but
been in business, what experience had been
more generally, from the chairman to the financial
gained before becoming a consultant, qualificaanalyst. This is encouraging because a wide
tions, details of books written, published articles,
awareness and understanding of treasury matters
speaking at conferences, and so on. And, since
in a business can help the treasurer to do his job.
nearly all of us are potential consultants, we should
Third, the types of organisation in which members
all be in it. Perhaps next year’s Directory will be
can be found continues to expand. Of course, the
twice the size and will take even longer to read, as
traditional manufacturing and service sector comwe find out about the fascinating careers and
panies are still well represented, but so are finanunusual hobbies of our fellow members. ■
OCEANUS
cial institutions, local authorities, universities, housing associations, auditors and consultants, not to
Oceanus welcomes comment from readers, which
mention the occasional vicar and vet. All of which
may be published anonymously if requested.
underlines the applicability of treasury manageoceanus@treasurers.co.uk or fax to 0207 248 2591.
ment principles to almost any kind of organisation.
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